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Bachelor in Science (BSc Chemistry, Botany, Zoology) 

Program Outcome: 

The B. Sc. programme enabled the student to enhance their critical thinking during their three 

year period of study and the curriculum stimulates the mental thoughts and assumptions of the 

students. 

 This helps the students to take up practical work and compare the results with their 

assumptions, there by leading to accuracy and validity of the practical knowledge.  

This analysis leads to take decisions at intellectual, organization and personal from different 

perspectives of life. Students of the programmable to learn all basic concepts in biological and 

chemical sciences which are very much the need of the hour as there is a dearth of good 

students in the area of basic sciences in the country.  

The students would be equipped to continue higher studies in any of the branches of Life 

Sciences and Chemical Sciences.  

The modules on tissue culture, molecular biology and genetics, taxonomy, economic botany, 

ethno pharmacology, analytical chemistry etc., make them fit to be employable in respected 

fields.  

This course encourages the student to take up advanced studies and research in Botany, 

Zoology and Chemistry and pursue their goals. 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES  

1. After completing B Sc degree, one can get employed in nonscientific sectors in addition to 

scientific sectors. They can seek out for career in forestry, horticulture, research laboratories, 

Government, Corporate,  

2. The course has wide range of options available in terms of subjects, topics, fields and 

associated area. B. Sc graduates can opt to join a post graduate level degree Programme in their 

respective field or ailed subject to peruse further studies.  
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3. Some students have also been known to opt for non-science master degree Programme like 

journalism, animation, computer technology, management, business administration, hospitality 

sector and many others as their field of study after completion of their B.Sc. graduation.  

4. Apart from this science graduates can also find jobs in business, BPO, marketing, banking 

and finance sectors and so on 
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